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Prior to finishing: If you ordered your
screen loose, install the cardboard
finishing inserts on either side of the
pull bar. If the screen is factory installed,
remove one cardboard piece and insert
it behind the pull bar so both sides of the
screen mesh are covered.
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STAINING: Apply finish according to
the manufacturer’s instructions with
additional coats of finish applied until the
desired color is achieved. Care should be
taken to keep the finish from contacting
non-wood parts. If applying stain, apply
at least two coats of sealer.
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CAUTION: When applying a finish, it is
imperative the finish does NOT come
in contact with weather strip, vinyl,
plastic, mesh or any other non-wood
parts. Solvents in paints, stains and
varnishes will cause plastic or vinyl
parts, in particular, to become brittle
and require replacement.
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NOTE:
To
minimize
chances of screen roll
contamination, DO NOT
use a spray to finish your
screen.
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Once dry, follow the provided Retractable
Screen installation instruction for
installation or removal of the Retractable
Screen.
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